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president of the Pakistan Student Association and a graduate student
studying computer engineering.
The Pakistani Students Association was established in 1997 and
works to establish a Pakistani community.
"Our total number of members is 300, but on -campus members arc
about 70.- said Ali Warriach, past president of the association and a senior majoring in electrical engineering.
"We have always received a very- warm and encouraging response
from other organizations. such as Sikh Students Association and Indian
Students Organization, apart from others.- Warriach said. "Students an
the Indian Students Organization are good friends, and some helped
promote this show."
Sikhism is a religion practiced in the northeni state of India. called
Punjab, a region know n as the wheat bowl of India.

Interim President Don Kassing
named former San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer as the recipient of
this year’s Tower Award. Hammer
will receive the coveted accolade
at the 36th annual Tower Award
dinner on May 14.
The
retired
politician is berect)gni/ed
ing
for her sersi e
Its San lose State
University
and
the
surrounding
downtown
area
HAMMER
during her tenure as both a city
council member and the mayor.
During Hammer’s time in office, she helped initiate plans to
combine the city’s main library
with the unisersity ’s and sought
to close the portion of San Carlos
Street that ran through the campus.
Hammer was mayor of San Jose
from 1991-98.
Robert Ashton, vice president
of university advancement. wrote
in an e-mail that making a difference at SJSU was not a prerequisite for award consideration. but
Hammer’s influence on campus
improvements makes her a pnme
candidate for the honor.
Ashton wrote that as a civ il
servant. Hammer has been an example of productive and positive
engagement. improv ing many local institutions, including the uni-
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Singer Sir Punj, aka "TiKool," center, performs the last act of "Sham-e-Hangama 2005" sponsored by the Pakistani Students Association of SAO
on Saturday at the Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Men, women show off Pakistani fashion, dance
By Vaishali Kirpekar
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outside Morris Dailey Auditorium. some students knelt down to pray
before Saturdays sunset, whereas at the same time, some performed on
stage inside the auditorium. participating in the fourth annual Pakistani
Cultural show, a fashion and dance show organized by the Pakistani
Students Assoc kit is in
Traditional Pak Nam culture at American influence was a theme that
resonated in the -Sham e I langama.- which means an evening of fun.
Some male students shim ed ill traditional Pakistani dresses, such as
is Inch made the men look robust. Some
"sherwanl and "Nihon
female students wore colorful bangles with embedded mirrors.
"We want to bring people from different ohms:Hies and nationalities together to understand the culture of Pakistan,- said Asim Siddiqui.

Luau takes SJSU to the Pacific islands
By Joe Shreve
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It may have been gray and overcast outside San Jose State University on Saturday,
but inside the Loma Prieta room of the
Student
it was a warm, breezy tropical afternoon.
Hundreds of people, decked out in their
best Hawaiian print shirts and dresses, lined
up outside the ballroom for the fifth annual
Polynesian Lif au put on by SJSU’s Pride of

the Pacific Islands club.
The luau was intended as a way for club
members to demonstrate the culture and
lifestyle of the Pacific Islands. All proceeds
from the event go toward the planning of the
next year’s event.
"It’s not so much of a fund-raiser than it
is a way to display the things that the club
members have learned throughout the year
in the hula classes." said Lindy Lacson. a
senior majoring in communications studies.
"It’s more of a cultural awareness thing.( ;nests were greeted with a warm "aloha"

and gi% en a traditional lei as well as a compact disc of island music. Some of the music
on the disc was music that would be used
is ith demonstrations of traditional island
dances later in the e% ening.
Save for the ballroom’s permanent disco
hall and tapestry -like decorations. the Pride
of the Pacific Islands club had set up its
decorations in such a way that felt like the
guests were on an island sort of a much
larger version of the Enchanted ’filo Room
at Disney land. hut without the mechanical
birds.

The ballroom was set up as a banquet hall
with distinctive island flair. Hibiscus blossoms were set out decoratively on each table
set out, and in the hack of the room the buffet was set up with an entire table devoted to
island punch.
On stage, several hands, such as The
Mango king/. the Island Riddim Band, as
well as a group of drummers, performed
laid -hack, relaxing island music.
Shortly after the guests am vett. they were

set LUAU, par 4

Convocation recognizes 2,000
honor students’ achievements
By Angela Forte
Daily Staff Writer

More than 2010 San Jose State
University students, awarded (or their
diligence, were recognized at the 43rd
Honors Convocation on Friday night
at the Event Center.
Ifonors
the
to
According
Convocation program, the event began in 19f2 by SJSI "s three honor
Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma
societies
Xi and Phi Beta Kappa Faculty Club
and was created is) encourage academic achievement at the university.
divided among the uniStudents
versity’s several colleges, including
Applied Sciences and Arts. Business,

Education. Engineering, humanities
and the Arts, Science, Social Sciences.
Social Work and Undergraduate
Studies
filled the seats as families
cheerfully and esen tearfully applauded their efforts.
The
ceremtiny
opened
with
"America the Beautiful." %Wig by associate professor in the school of music and dance. Erie Mills.
hi
the
llonors
According
Convocation program, the event intended hi recognize students’ outstanding achiewments in hopes that their
successes will continue to inspire them
and aim i encourage sither students to attain the saint’ acatleilli. CU.:110We
I Asinine Simpson. es On .ixii.1111:11411
( ’twits ix .111111). said Man),
hit Ihe

students are not aware of this event.
"Many don’t know how hard some
of their classmates work and even
those who are honored don’t attend,"
Simpson said. "However, obtaining
such a high GPA for two continuous
semesters is quite an achievement and
is something to he proud of "
Interim Provost Carmen Sigler and
interim President Don Kassmg. along
with faculty members and staff, reCognitcd the president’s scholars and
dean’s scholars.
Sigler first introduced the dean’s
scholars to the audience.
"Those who have earned a (PA of
3.63 for two semesters earn the recoil see CONVOCATION,

pages

/ rirrt/ ThOMUS / Daily Staff
San Jose State University interim President Don Kassing speaks to a largo crowd of deon’s and
president’s scholars and their guests at the Honors Convocation tur4d Friday in the Event Center.
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Discrimination unfair to same-sex couples
Americans generally agree that religion and politics do not match. Yet, when it comes to marriage
equality, advocates of conservative values appear
willing to bend these rules.
Organized religion has frequently infused religious
taste into public policy, but the upsurge of religious
sentiments in state policy since President George W.
Bush’s inauguration is startling. By allowing religion to seep into policies and laws, courts and voters
threaten the notion of the First Amendment separation
clause, which differentiates between the church and
the state.
Today. 13 state constitutions have limited the right
to many to opposite-sex couples. Luckily, a handful
of states have begun the stride toward marriage equality.
Massachusetts set the tone as its Supreme Judicial
Court ruled in November 2003 that same-sex couples
from the state could marry, and then in February 2004
declared civil unions an inadequate alternative.
Washington followed suit in August and September

2004, as did New York in February. both states ruling
their respective marriage laws unconstitutional.
Then, in another momentous court decision, San
Francisco Superior C’ourt Judge Richard Kramer
parted %say s with his Republican,
Roman Catholic counterparts and ruled
California’s ban on same -sex marriage
unconstitutional in April.
Kramer cited California’s groundbreaking 194K Supreme Court decision.
where the court struck down the state’s
law against interracial marriage. Kramer
furthermore noted the invalidity of separate-but -equal laws, a concept long ago
dismissed by the higher courts.
ANNA
Unfortunately, several state court
rulings in favor of marriage equality
have later been turned user by voter amendments.
California voters need to recognize the vital interest
of keeping religious beliefs separate from state policy.
or else we all risk has ing our rights limited to a se-

lected few.
What’s perhaps most astonishing about the religious right’s attack on marriage equality is how that
message conflicts with most religions’ emphases on
love, peace and understanding.
In Canada as well as in Sweden. numerous of Christian. Catholic. Protestant,
Muslim and Buddhist churches have
come out in support of same -sex marriage. arguing that a marriage doctrine
that discriminates against a selected
group of people goes against the most
important message of universal love.
This concept is a radical step away
from the outmoded views traditionally
MOLIN
held by religious groups.
Laws restricting same-sex partnerships to civil unions are hopelessly outdated. The
question of a federal gender-neutral marriage law has
surfaced as our generation’s most important human
rights debate. Is gay and lesbian love worth the same

kl

WORLD OF THE NO

Dear editor,

Pai-A Ian dl

I read with interest the coverage of the Magazine Day events.
a program of which San Jose State
University can be very proud.
Since some of the quotes attributed to me in the article appear to
have been mangled in transcription, please allow me to clarify the
nature of my comments. I said that
dining coverage in general (not
reviews specifically) were generally promotional of the restaurant industry, that news coverage
frequently promotes the financial
o ell -being of candidates, office-

;

1)01IC1

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students. faculty. and slati month... s The deadline lor entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are as adahle ci lie Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bente] Hall. room 209. Entries can also he e-mailed to spartandailya, casa....1. eili. titled "Sparta Guide.- Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the ordei in %%hich the are received.

School of Art and Design
An all exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the gallery office at 924-4330.
Perfect 10 Group
April Fest will take place from noon to 2 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheater. It will be hosted by
event planning group "Perfect 10."
Catholk Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more information, call Father Mike Carson at 93K-1610.

School of Music
"The Listening Hour- concert series will take place
from 12:30 p.m. to 1.20 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. It will feature the 1414N: studio of
Pamela Hakl in an oboe concert For more infiwmation, call the music ct tue at 924 401
Counseling Services
A social skills group meeting will take place from
3 p.m. to 4:20 p.m. in counseling Services of the
Student Services (*enter.

Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance
A meeting will take place from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
in the Pacheco room Ict the Student 1 ’111011. For more
infitrmation. call Courtney Chalupa at
0(3 It S69-0715.

TUESDAY
College of Engineering
Undergraduate engineering student advising will be
available from 10 a.m, to noon and from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. in room 242 of the Engineering building. For
more information, call Evelyn Contreras at
924-3/451.
A1ESEC
Information sessions about work abroad programs

will take place at noon and at 3 p.m, in the Almaden
room and at 9 p.m. in the Costanoan room of the
Student t ’Mon.

Phi Alpha Theta
A meeting will take place at 3 p.m, in room 135 of
Dudley Moorhead Hall.

Counseling Services
An emotion management group meeting will take
place from I p.m. to 2:20 p.m. in Counseling
Services of the Student Services Center. For more
information. call 924-5910.

holders and consultants and that
newspaper business sections promote the general economic fortunes of the financial industry.
Also. while I did talk about the
ethical contamination of publications that allow advertiser pressure to influence their editorial
coverage decisions. I did not say.
"A newspaper gets contaminated
by serving its advertisers." Many
advertising departments do an excellent job of serving their clients.
as should be the case. Advertisingdriven editorial, however, compromises a publication if it occurs.
Third. I said that Noes required

that readers be more sophisticated
consumers of information, since
some of the information was not of
high quality. Reading blogs alone
does not in and of itself make anyone more sophisticated. as much as
one might wish that to he so.
Thanks for the opportunity to
set the record straight on these
subtle hut Important distinctions.

Dan Pal, tam,
Et,c utile i’d111,/
Atet/c, ,Velt %/k//1111

Stitt .1,,se

Letter: Student’s letter on fees articulate, good
Dear editor.

TODAY

Anna Malin Ls the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"How Swede It Is" appears every Monday.

Letter: Response to Magazine Day’

BRIAN PEREZ

01.11YOU AT TOO
REAKIN

as heterosexual love? Of course it is.
No valid arguments exist to counter this fact.
Instead of passing a federal amendment to constitutionally ban same -sex marriage. U.S. courts need
to address whether churches that refuse to marry all
people should have the right to continue to wed. Or
whether marriage should be conformed into a strictly
civil ceremony without the influence of the church.
Then, those with religious faiths could work out a
separate agreement to obtain their church’s blessing.
Naturally, some religious groups will protest vociferously, but reactive churches should not be allowed
to intervene in a societal decision of this magnitude.
The main purpose of public policy is to ensure people
the right to be themselves, free from oppression and
discrimination. Voters, politicians and courts need to
unite to extend this right to all people regardless of
sexual orientation.

SJSpirit
A meeting is ill lake phut:
poi in the Mutual so room of the Student 1 mon 1 tti mole information.
call C’haplain Roger at 6115 - 16S7
Campus Greens and Students For Justice
"The Corporation" is ill he shim n ci ft p.m. in room
224 of MacQuamc Hall The In, it’ is ill he free.

Thomas Nikl, a student, has
written an articulate. well -reasoned argument to counter some of
the views of the students marching
against budget cuts. He should be
commended, as should the Spartan
Daily for printing, because it is
wonderful that we can use this forum for some very important discussion that has to he fostered on
state budget issues.
One. there is an implied constitutional right to a higher education

in California, and a direct mention
of such a right in the state constitution.
Two. for every fee that is raised.
there are more and more students
who will use financial aid to CO% er
the costs, and so the budget is Ill he
stressed regardless of raising fees.
and the federal budget will esen he
more strained. I support higher tee
levels for graduate students, like
myself, or students %Om get a seCond baccalaureate. The community.
colleges are being further stressed.
and so reliance on a community

college is not a universal option.
No. this budget deficit was not
Arnold’s creation. hut we need to
remind him that we already gave
him our lair share.
I belie% e the protesters should
he M.11111111 I., dialogue and not just
scream and Ohm. 1 ins lie Mr. Nikl
us, this matter furany nine to
ther. He is talking about real issues.
so let us talk about real solutions.
Ruwell

GI-U(11111W
ttrhan /Planning

Letter: Response to ’Students protest fees’
Dear editor,
I find it disturbing that protesters are scolded by Mr. Nikl for not
recognizing the "bargain" of the
CSU. Mr. Nikl’s statement shows
no concern for the students who
benefit the most from the CSU.
Those are the students for whom
the CSU is their big chance for
them to succeed.
First. the CSU campuses are
some of the cheapest colleges in
the nation. This does not take into
account that our cost-of-living
expenses are some of the highest in the nation. In addition to
tuition. we have the soaring price
of textbooks, higher rent rates, ridiculously high gas prices and so
on. All of these extra costs add up.
Looking at the "bargain" education at SJSU, almost half of our
30,0110-student body still depends

on financial aid. Those numbers
indicate that the students who are
utilizing the CSU are those who
already could not base afforded
much more.
Second. to call the protesters
selfish shows that Mr. Nikl holds
no compassion for his fellow students. Mr. Nikl’s "logical capacity" fails to recognize that it is the
students who are paying the most
for the state’s debt, a debt that
they had no role in creating. Are
Schwarzenegger’s business buddies making sacrifices to reduce
debt’? Is Wal-Mart suggesting that
it should pay more taxes? Are the
"Citizens to Save California," an
alliance of the biggest corporations
in California. closing of corporate
tax loopholes’? I think not.
Filially, education is a right. not
a privilege. It is a right so fundamental that without it, our political

rights would he hollow and mean ingless The right to be educated
is crucial because a high school
degiee is not enough to succeed
in America. In my hometown of
Richmond. being a high school
graduate us not enough to use on.
Mr. Nikl’s solution to our educational crisis is to suck it up.
According to him, if we gel a
job, then we’re OK! Well Mr. Nikl.
I have three jobs, and one is an
on -call position. Ali Rahnoma has
two jobs is ith a full load of classes.
Adnana Garcia has four jobs and
is the primary caretaker for her
mother and her siblings. Mr. Nikl.
I sincerely urge you to tell us in
person that iie should suck it up
and find another job.
Ihiv ’Iran
Senior
Political science
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’Dear Frankie’
endears filmgoers

Lickety-split
tied
all
Dr
tly
:h.
a

By Aimee Threet
Daily Staff Writer
In "Dear Frankie." an independent British film that recently opened
in the Bay Area. Frankie (Jack
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Daily Staff

Brian Loader hands out a free scoop of Ben & Jerry’s ice cream to Jennifer Nguyen, a senior at Notre Dame High School in San Joss.
Loader, a friend of the manager, has volunteered on free scoop day for the past four years.
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McElhone), a young Scottish deaf
boy, has never met his lather because
he and his mother. 1.177le (Emily
Mortimerh are always on the move.
Lizzie wants to protect Frankie
from the truth of why his father is not
in his life, so she invents an imaginary father of sorts for him. Frankie
is told that his father is a sailor working on the ship ACCRA that travels
the world. While Frankie lives a sheltered life, he surprises es eryone %% I 11
his knowledge and personality.
Frankie tracks the progress of the
ship on a huge world map hanging
in his wall, and develops a curiosity
and interest in geography in the process. A few months after he and his
mother’s latest mow, hankie learns
that the ACCRA will he docking in
Glasgow within the week.
A panic sets upon Littie. who is
desperate to find a man who will play.
the role of Hankie’s dad for a day.
A stranger (Gerard Butler) agrees
to play the pan when Li77ie offers
to pay him. What follows is a tender and heart -tugging story of a hoy

spending the day with the man who
he believes to be his father.
There are subtle twists and turns
in this story that will surprise and
intrigue the viewer once the movie
ends The characters are not the only
aspect (of the mos ie that the audience
will like. The music is filmed along
the beautiful coastline of Scotland
and adds to the movie’s charm.
Butler. known to American audiences for his role in Andrew Lloyd
Weber’s "The Phantom of the
Opera." will gain many more fans
with this performance as the quiet,
brooding stranger who lends a hand.
Both Butler and Mortimer bring
a humor and sulnerability. to their
characters that the audience will
connect with almost immediately.
The audience will especially like
Mortimer. 5% no drises home the fact
of how hard it is to be a single mother
in today ’s world.
The real surprise of the film.
though, is newcomer McElhone. He
manages to steal every scene he is in,
though he hardly speaks the entire
movie.
Mos iegoers can expect a long and
successful career from this young
actor
Any moos ie tan will want to see
this Illo% ie. "Dear Frankie" is playing exclusisely at Camera 7 in the
Pruneyard in Campbell for a limited
time and is not to he missed.

No-frills, heartfelt independent film indulges audiences

to
6C

By Erin Caballero
Daily Staff Writer
The
indie
flick
starring
Solstice,"

"Winter
Anthony

REVIEW
LaPaglia, Aaron Slat:third, Mark
Webber and "The West Wing"
star Allison Janey. is worth both
the ticket price and the effort to
save independent filmmaking.
It is poignant without being

sappy. cute without being irritating. sweet without being saccharine and makes its point without
bludgeoning you over the head.
What makes "Winter Solstice"
work is the lack of frills, the plain
scenery and the appearance of
genuine, heartfelt emotion, rather
than hammed -up overacting.
There are no million -dollar
salaries, no elaborate costumes.
no cutting-edge special effects
and no A -list celebrities.
There is nothing wrong with
having these in a movie, but in

’The Interpreter’ gets
lost in translation
By Mayra Flores
Daily Stall Writer
"The Interpreter" leaves much
to he interpreted. The movie follows 5ths1,1 Broome (

REVIFW
Redman). an interpreter for the
United Nations, as she overhears
S conversation :Nita a planned assassination attempt.
And (list .1. added inhormation.
this is the first movie to be granted
permission to he filmed on location in the U.N. ’Like that Alfred
Hitchcock. not that "North By
Norths% est- didn’t deserse to Kise
a chance to film in the premises.
tin s nue is a white African woman trim the country of Knob,
a made-up country in Africa and
speaks the natise language. Ku,
ids() made up. She moves in and
out oil her scenes unnoticed except
for her w ispy rouge hangs that
seem to he always on the move
an ;Oiled distraction:1 trom her
almilst see-through skin.
The opening scene brings you
to a gory scene of the aftermath of
a massacre. hut it is the last time
you even hear a mention of it
another hour into the mov
The min le 11101 es hruutti one
scene hi the next, leas mg you little
room to figure out what the hell is
going on, hence making you mit
care really thus
hitei Ii uhiti Keller (Sean Penni
Kellei is a Secret Serv ice agent
that is out to assess the threat of

a film like this, it would ruin the
powerful unspoken messages, the
ones that would be drowned out
by a car chase or a soundtrack
akin to "Titanic."
It is incredibly easy to forget
that these people are actors, because each their stories is everyone’s story, their values are everyone -in -small -town -America’s
values.
What they’re trying to convey
is what everyone should keep in
mind, the next time they plunk
their wallet down on the box-of-

named Molly (Jitney) moves into
town and borrows a dolly from
Jim.
This leads to an invitation for
AM and his two sons to dinner
surprise. surat che7 Molly
prise
the boys conveniently
say they’re busy. leaving Jim and
Molly alone together.
Without
saying
anything.
Jim’s "Superman" facade starts to
shrivel up like a lawn in the summer, and he begins to sprout green
leaves anew.
Most movies released by the

major studios are like a box of
chocolates -- they look delicious, but the insides of most
of the chocolates are filled with
something nasty like lemon butter-cream. raspberry cream or one
of those nuts-and -chews.
Forrest Gump was wrong
you know what you’re going to
get and it usually won’t he good.
"Winter Solstice." on the other
hand, is the I -pound gift box from
your favorite relative, filled with
chocolate truffles and marshmallow and caramel chews.

Audiences fall in love with Kutcher, Peet
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Stuff Writer

an assassination attempt, of just

watching Broome for any’ inconsistent helms tor This was confusing. maybe es en to the actors.
Both characters have had something traumatic happen to them.
hut exactly what is still very hazy
death in the family, death of a
spouse, no one really knows.
Either way, cowry time the two
main characters speak. there’s this
sadness. or maybe constipation.
in their voices and on their faces
without real context.
Keller’s character is not alone,
though. On the contrary, he has
a partner, Agent Woods or Dot
((’atherine Keener), and she is
having a blast throughout. She has
the funnier lines and is out to just
enjow her job at the U.N.
The hest thing about this nitwie
though, has to he with the line.
"Ma’am, please slum ’t touch the
prime iminster." as he’s receiving
a lap dans e.
The second best thing about this
mos le is that there’s no room for
rianance here.
leading characters never
hold a steamy love affair mid -assassination attempts.
this is the first mos ie fOr
the 71)-year -old director Sydney
Pollack since the IWO,/ hos office
flop. "Random Hearts."
Maybe he should have gun
while he was ahead.
As for "the Interpreter." save
your money, and it .1111.re still
itching lot a good thriller. watch
’’I hitch Rwanda- Irian the cipmfort
of your couch instead.

fice counter.
In the movie. LaPaglia plays
the role of Jim Winters. a landscaper whose wife was killed in a
car accident five years before.
His teenage sons. Gabe
(Aaron Stanford) and Pete (Mark
Webber), try to adjust to life without their mother while becoming
restless with life in a small New
Jersey town.
Gabe wants to start a new life
in Tampa. Fla.. but Jim refuses to
let him go.
Soon, an eclectic woman

Although sex in an airplane restroom can hardly he considered
safe, it must definitely he at least
as adrenaline -rushing as tamper

IH VII
ing with smoke detectors. In "A
Lot Like Lose." a new mime
by British comedymaker Nigel
Cole ("Saving Grace," "Calendar
Girls"), the characters of Ashton
Kutcher and Amanda Peet begin
their seven-year romance with
that risky enterprise.
After their first "meeting." they
part at their flight destination, in
New York without een exchanging phone numbers, only to hump
into each other next day on the
street.
They are both in their early
twenties and, like many of USr.
in that blessed age, base pretty
obscure ideas of what to do next
with their lives. They like each
other’s company, hut none Of
them wants to have strings at -

quirks.
"A Lot Like Love" looks as
if based on a good marketing research
not perfect. hut likable
characters, balanced and realistic
ups and downs and lots of tunny
scenes all the winding way to the
happy end.
Life can he a lot like that, or at
least you probably wouldn’t mind
if it was, eyes :ally it it included
joining the "mile -high club."
The mos le reminds a lot
of "Serendipity," an elegant
Christmas comedy of MOP. With
John Cusack and Kate Reck inside

tached.
Oliver (Kutcher) has plans first
to has,: his "ducks in a row- a
good job, a house etc.
before
thinking about any serious relationship. Emily (Peet) enjoys the
spontaneity of life with "here and
now" and wants to he an actress.
They spend a day together.
hang out in the New York streets.
take pictures, get wasted in a bar
and pan again -- to meet three
years later and to part again. Then
to meet again later and to part
again until destiny or Nigel Cole
will direct them in the right way.
Before that happens. (Miser
will be one step away from being
a Web tycoon. selling diapers at
a site called Diaperush.com. It
you MS to go there you’ll end up
at the Ite of "A Lot lake Love,"
featuring a EA.T.L. (friendship,
affair, tosithhnish. engaged) calculator, three strikes compatibility: gill/ and I )ther pruumiutiuutial

fECOPINC A HICKY SUC’CESSFUL lAtv STUDEM
Free Illottsles
By Professor Michael Srmtana
teowntinigprep corn
The first on-line law school prep rour,,,
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LUAU - Show features Hawaiian, Fiji dances

served a dinner which consisted of traditional food that one might find throughout
the cultures of the Pacific islands.
After the dinner, there were several
demonstrations of traditional dances
from islands of the Pacific. The members of the Pride of the Pacific Islands
club performed the cultural dances after
months of practicing under the direction
of dance instructor KUM Hula Clark
Kahekemalamalamaika’aina Bolivar, Jr.
The club members performed cultural
dances from the Hawaiian Islands. specifically the Hawaiian dance called Hula
Kahiko, the ancient form of the hula, usually performed to chants and drums as a
ritual to Laka, the goddess of hula. The
dancers also performed a demonstration
of Hula ’Auana, which is a more modern
version of the hula, often performed with
modern instruments such as ukuleles and
guitars.
But hula is not the only sort of dance
that comes from the Pacific islands.

The island of Fiji offers the dance form
called Theke.
The club members performed demonstrations of the Lau I lam, Tali Mail’,
Fa ’ataupati and the ’Faualuga forms of
dance from Samoa.
There were even cultural dances from
New Zealand in the form of I ’aka and Nga
Waka dances.
Performances included Tahitian dances. with a demonstration of the ()’tea and
Apanma dances.
"Most of these dances are dances that
either are used for storytelling. or for telling the culture’s history." said Irene Banji,
a semor ma Ii nng in creatis e arts.
Guests appeared to he enjoying themse l% es as ss ell.- many of them has Mg ciime
to pre% ious S cars’ luaus.
’My lost one ss as three or tour years
ago.- said Sit cuss, de Alba, execunse
directs,’ tor Associated Students. a ho
brought its tinnily to the luau. "It’s a great
shots. eset y year they bring %cry good talent, the students are great and it’s %cry
well prepared."

Check us out online at
http://www.thespartandaily.com

Students of the Sikh Students
Association dressed in Pakistani colors of
white and green performed the lively traditional dance known as "Bhangra."
A skit on movie directors called
"Basheera in Trouble" and a dance performance called "Southern Kali Mirch
Masala" were the highlights of the show.
A group of three young men, who
performed the dance show, started with
Backstreet Boys and later chose the background scores from the Bollywood movie
"Dil Chahta Hai" and Pakistani music.
Sumera Kunwar. secretary of the organization. Yasir Khan, treasurer of the
association and a junior majoring in
corporate finance. and Warriach, the past
president, hosted the show which began
with an opening recitation of the Koran,
followed by the singing of national anthem by Siddiqui and Seher Cochinwala.
a graduate student studying marketing
and business administration and other
members id the Association.
Siddiqui ’aid that many people were

excited to see such a show that not only
made people aware of Pakistan as a country but also a show that could help rid
away negative images about the Muslim
culture.
"Myths about fanatical religion are one
of the common stereotypes, people who
don’t know much about the Muslim culture think," he said.
Warriach. who came from Lahore in
1997. said that these types of shows are
significant because they help build a diverse community.
Warriach said that about MI students
from other Pakistani Associations. including Pakistani students from Stanford
University. UC Berkeley. UC Irvine and
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. participated
as performers and volunteers in the event
and formed a substantial audience that
cheered throughout the evening.
"There was about a total of 120 audience members." Siddiqui said.
Sgt. Timothy Villarica of the University
Police Department. who was on duty at
the entrance of the auditorium, said he has
seen diverse cultural events, including the
Pakistani and Indian events.

AWARD - Former mayor helped facilitate joint library initiative
continued from page 1

As mayor, she was an instrumental
partner in overcoming seemingly insurmountable obstacles and getting the new
Martin Luther King Jr. Library approved.
funded and built." Ashton wrote.
Event organizer Liz Wada said the
Tower Award is the highest honor the
umsersity bestows on an individual or a
couple. The former civil servant is being
honored because she has supported SJSU
iii the past. Wada said, and she wants the
best for the campus.
Hammer said she M. as taken aback and
humbled by the universit>’s decoration.
"When (interim) President
Don
Massing called me. I was very surprised."
Hammer said. "I never thought of myself
of getting this award and I’m thrilled, as
is my family."

As a councilwoman. Hammer’s district encompassed the &NU campus,
making it a point of interest for the female politician.
Hammer said she saw the joint library
project as a unique opportunity for both
the city and the university.
"Neither the city nor the university
had the resources to build a new library
by themselves, and by combining the
university and state money se were able
to do something pretty extraordinary,"
Hammer said.
Hammer supported the effort to make
the main campus whole by helping to
close San Carlos Street. replacing cars’
access with a large, grassy walking area.
"The city made the decision to close
(San Carlos Street)." Hammer said. "After
the problems were worked out. I thought
that this was the right thing to do. The university should not have a major street used

for commuters going through the campus."
Even though Hammer is retired from
the political arena, she said her grandchildren and her work with local educational
organizations keep her busy. The former
mayor said she works with The Synopsys
Outreach Foundation and the Cultural
Initiative Silicon Valley, both of which
require her to work with schools to implement the programs.
Wada said a wide range of people ha% e
received this award in the past. including
local builder Charles Drontson. San Jose
Mercury News columnist Leigh Weimer%
and winemaker Glen George.
Davidson. last year’s recipient. is
scheduled to speak at the event and will
assist Massing in presenting the award to
I hammer. Ashtiin wrote. The cost is $150
per person for the dinner event, which is
being held in the Loma Prieta room of the
Student I, ’nion.

Sprint is hiring at its retail locations.

A career at Sprint is like no other Here, you’re part of a team. What’s more, you’re part of a
revolution. We are going beyond today’s standards to provide our customers with the best
experience possible in advanced communications. The choice is clear. With more than 65,000
employees and over 700 retail stores, Sprint offers rewarding and challenging careers in an
exciting, evolving market

the world of global communications. We develop cutting -edge
technology that makes our customers’ lives easier. Sprint is at the forefront of integrating long

distance, local and wireless communication services.
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"These two look similar because of the
costumes." he said. "But also, I don’t look
for differences." he said.
The show drew upon common cultural aspects. First -generation students
of Pakistani nationality, such as Siddiqui.
along with their counterparts who migrated from Lahore. Karachi and other pans
of Pakistan. came together for this event
that not only entertained the audience.
but also contributed to the a humanitarian
cause of education.
"Proceeds of this event totaling
about $I.0(X) will go to The Citizens
Foundation, a nonprofit organization
that works to build schools in the Third
World," Siddiqui said.
M. All Khan, a member of the
Foundation who was present at the venue
with informative materials about the work.
said that the foundation’s current project is
a school in Kachiabadi. in a place called
Taiser Town in Karachi, Pakistan.
"So far we have collected $50,000 and
we need about $20.000 inure to build this
school which can accommodate 350 students per year," Khan said.

Make the clear choice.
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SHOW - Proceeds to go toward building schools in Third World countries
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CONVOCATION

Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Roberts. Michael,
DOB 7/16/83, was cited and released on an outstanding warrant.

MONDAY

continued from page 1
nition of being a dean’s scholar."
Sigler said.
The dean of each college introduced the groups of student and
followed with words of gratitude.
Interim Dean Carol Christensen
of the College of Applied Sciences
and Arts said the students would
serve a.s a vital link in the infrastructure of the community.
Nancie Fimbel, associate dean
of the academic and undergraduate
studies and College of Business,
then welcomed the dean’s scholars
within the college of business.
"I expect these students to fuel
the Silicon Valley and I have no
doubt that they can do the task."
Fimbel said.
Robert Cooper. associate vice
president of undergraduate studies,
said the students of the undergraduate studies program are doing
very well, though they don’t know
what they’re doing.
Audience members laughed and
some individuals followed with
whistles and roars.
Cooper then asked audience
members to acknowledge the educators who have inspired them in
the past years.
"In our educational career, from
kindergarten on, weve all been inspired by that one teacher -- let us
all give them a round of applause."
Cooper said.
Sigler. who then presented the
president’s scholar,. said 179 students had achieved a 4.0 (WA as erase in two continuous semesters
within the previous three semesters.
"Overcoming
all
obstacles

personal, social and economical these students have become
the top 1 percent of the university."
Sigler said.
The president’s scholars graced
the stage, announced their names and
majors and waved to the audience.
After the presentation. Kassing
introduced convocation address
speaker Anne Lawrence, professor
of organization and management.
According to an SJSU press
release, Lawrence received this
year’s
Outstanding
Professor
Award.
Lawrence said the event was not
about her, but about the students.
Lawrence gave illustrative examples of hard-working students
who have overcome life obstacles
to achieve academic excellence
and then thanked families and
friends for supporting the students
in their endeavors.
"We know v% hat you do and we
appreciate it." Lawrence said.
Lawrence then spoke of her
experiences of teaching business
ethics.
"When I tell people that 1 teach
business ethics, there is atm. ay
a long pause.- Lawrence said.
"Many people think business ethics is an oxymoron. like jumbo
shrimp and pretty ugly...
The truth is, Lawrence said. that
it is possible to exceed in business
by upholding the highest level of
integrity.
Lam, mice then followed her
statement with a less examples.
including corporations that perform humane deeds and thanked
the audience for letting her share
her stories.

8:40 p.m. MARIJUANA
Location: Hoover Hall
Summary: Andrade. Claudia.
DOB 12/30/83. was cited and
released for allegedly possessing
marijuana.
10:24 p.m. THEFT
Location: Uchida Hall
Summary: A report was taken
for a bicycle stolen from outside
Uchida Hall.
TUESDAY
8:25 a.m. IMPOUND
Location: Art building
Summary: A bicycle was impounded for violation of a presidential directive.
11:57 a.m. IMPOUND
Location: Music building
Summary: A bicycle was impounded for violation of a presidential directive.

SPARTAN DAILY

4:57
p.m.
DISORDERLY
CONDUCT
Location: Seventh and San
Carlos streets
Summary: A report was taken
for fighting in public.

FRIDAY
9:23 a.m. VANDALISM
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for vandalism.
12:32 p.m. THEFT
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: A report was taken
for a stolen laptop.

8:05 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR
WARRANT
Location:
Morris Dailey
Auditorium
Summary:
/
Mahdi. Kasib,
DOB 12/03/
/
7 8, was arrested on an
outstanding
misdemeanor warrant.

3:20
p.m.
LOST

CRIME \
BLOTTER

Summary:
A report was
taken for a lost VIA

THURSDAY’
6:44 p.m. GRAND THEFT
Location: Hoover Hall
Summary: A report was taken
for property stolen from an unsecured room in Hoover Hall.
WEDNESDAY
1:46 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary:
Chen, Jennifer,
DOB 4/17/85, was cited and released on an outstanding warrant.
3:10 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT

sticker.
1:22 p.m. GRAND THEFT
Location: Joe West Hall
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of a laptop.
5:06 p.m. VANDALISM
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for graffiti found on a study desk.
10:01 p.m. GRAND THEFT
Location:
Student
Health
Center
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of a bike from the
health center.

4:07 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for a lost VIA sticker.
5:39 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for a theft.
SATURDAY
12:111
STOP

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertisedpmeow nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offenngs are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

LEE’S SANDWICHES now hir GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONSI
mg. All positions available 260 Earn 515-5125 moreisurvey
www rrioneyfor surveys.com
E Santa Clara St OP Sixth St
Next to New Civic Center/City
Hall Call 408-687-1015 or visit
www leesanchviches corn

SAT TUTORS: 525-535/hour
Flexible flours Must have prior
experience and Car WOW
www apply CoMpaSSprep COM

EMPLOYMENT

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
EDUCATIOWRECREATION/ Infant Toddler & Preschool
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
CHILDCARE
Parry Rental Business
positions some with flexible
Perfect for Students,
schedules, are also availSKILLS COACH: Rewarding
Earn $250 Every Weekend’
career (ii Soc Service Work w/ able ECE units are required
Must have reliable truck or
teacher positions but
MI Heavy lifting is required adults with developmental dis- for
not req for Aide positions
abilities FT/PT Call 553 0960
408-292-7876
GENERAL
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
SOME TIME TO STUDY!
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Cathy for an interview .4 2445PM Midnight Sunday/Monday ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
1968x 16 vita, res to 248-7433
EARN iNcONE a GAIN ExPERiENCE REC DEPT. Positions Open
Reception Clerk Answer
phones & emergency system
Now For Leaders Afterschool
’PART-TIME OPENINGS
light housekeeping & laundry
Elem Sch Age Child Care
’HIGH-STARTING PAY
in hotel like setting Must be
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Recreation/Enrichment
fluent in English Redwood Villa
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Actnnties Lessons Learning for girl
Programs PIT’ M.F 2-6 15pm
Retirement Residence Call
Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour participants Work with other corn
(6501 965-8633
’Customer sales/service
starting depending on exp No ’runty orgs Setup 8. deliver pro
.AII majors may apply
grams at assigned locations 5-10
ECE units req Call Kathy
’Internships possible
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
408.354-8700X245
Scnoiarships awarded annually
or equiv w/some experience
SPRING STUDENT WORKI
’Some conditions apply
Understand girl/gender issues
$14 5010 START
’No experience necessary
TEACHER, Kidspark Hourly
First Aid/CPR Cerf have
Certified Training Provided
’Training provided
Childcare Ctr Flex hrs primar- or can obtain) Basic math
Suits All Malors
ily days ai wkends ECE units
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
Great Resume Exp
CALL 615-1500 9am - 5pm
req Fun recreation program
Company vehicles Bilingual is
Flex Around Schedule
www workforstudents com/sisu Team environment Benefits
a plus Avail immediateiy Send
IMMEDIATE Openings
avail Visit www kidspark Corn
cover letter & res to MR Girl
Call 408-436.9336
Ctrs by Oakridge & Valley Fair Stouts of Santa Clara Co
COLLEGE WORKS PAINTING Malls Call Leslie 213-0970
FunStudentWork corn
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
Looking for Motivated Students
leslie,okidspark corn or
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
to Paint houses in SJ Area this Email
Email hria)girlscoutsofscc org
Fax 260-7366
Will
Summer
No
Exp
Net
SMALL MOM a POP ARTS a Train Call 408 310-0936
No phone calls, please AArEOE
CRAFT CO. needs general
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
help Some retail sales, some
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
round program indoor pool
heavy lilting, some creative
LOS GATOS SWIM AND
Local valet company needs
Experience with children a
work Will train, no cup nec
RACQUET CLUB is currently
enthusiastic A energetic
must Teaching experience not accepting applications for posiClose to SJSU FT/PT/Flex
stola
udativnearby
hcnimalls
work
required
AM/PM/WE
shifts
Call Ed 408-984-4020
tions
m the following departprivate events A country riot’s
available Email resume to
ments Front Desk. Fitness
FT/PT available We will work
sdavis,.avac us
Staff,
Summer Camp Leaders.
busy
school
around your
NOW HIRING CAMPUS
Childcare & Age-Group Swim
schedule Must have clean
MANAGERS. Ready for the
COUNSELORS needed Coaches Applicants are to be
DMV Lots of fun A earn good CAMP
UReps challenge’, UReps
outgoing able to multi -task
06,05-08/19 fr,i Residential
money Call 408-867-7275
is looking for the most outGood customer service is a
SUMMER Camping Program
going enthusiastic leaders
plus PT AM/PM shifts availfor
children
.1
adults
with
disTELLER POSITION: Western
for our Campus Manager
abilities Challenging, Rewarding, able More info call 14081
Union Santa Clara location
position for the Fall. 2005
356-2136 or fax resume to
Call Tamishaia/408-243-7861
Bilingual English/Spanish FT
semester, Work 10 hours per
14081358-2593
or visit Antear viaServiCeS org
$9 00/19 Call 988.4512
week, gain valuable business
experience and earn while
you build your resume $100
weekly salary plus bonuses
To learn more, and apply visit
it/ww UReps corn

DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8t7,
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

$5.00A4OUR
Register FREE
for lobs near
Campus or Home
student-sitters corn

EMPLOYMENT

RENTAL HOUSWG
DUPLEX FRONT UNIT: 2 BD
Spacious Close to Freeways
Japantown 8 Downtown
$1300/mo Call 650 520-7045
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803
LIVE I BLOCK FROM SJSU
Lge 2 8/1 5 Ba on 9th 51095m0 2 B/I Ba 5975/mo Newly
remodeled 408 309-9554
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully & Mclaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking MD
Close to Library Shopping
HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

SERVICES
STORAGE-Need storage for
the summer" Downtown Self
Storageii850 S 10th St has
a special student rate of $49.
Call or come by today 14081
995-0700 Check us out at
VAVW sedstoragesaniose corn
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes cosmetic i $6900,year
Save 30.1.-601. For into call
1-800-655-3225 Of
WVAV studentclental corn or
www goidenwestdental corn
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace d, 831-252.1108 or
Evagrace(a,aol corn or visit
vAvw gracenotesediting corn
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12:31 a.m. TRAFFIC
Location: Seventh Street
Summary: Montoya. Kimberly.
DOB 04/07/85, was cited and released for allegedly driving under the influence as a minor and
driving with a suspended license.
Vehicle 5CSE1407 was towed by
D&M Towing.
6:11 a.m. FOUND BICYCLE
Location: 11th and Santa Clara
streets
Summary: A report was taken
for a found bike.
2:52 p.m. THEFT
Location: Library North Gate
Summary.: A report was taken
for a theft at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library.
6:32 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for property lost.
9:11 p.m. THEFT
Location: Spartan Stadium
Summary: A report was taken
for a stolen gas can.
SUNDAY
2:02 urn. DRUNK DRIVING
Location: Eighth Street
SUtivnar)i: Garcia. Alejandro. DOB
05/11/62. was arested on suspicion of
driving under the influence. Vehicle
was lowed ins Rehello’s Towing.

Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

EVERGREEN TWNHS w/POOL
2 Rms $400 ea 1 4 Lints Near
College 8 Fnvys GM Prel d
408 223-1840 or 892-1866

0. 408.924.3277

PEDESTRIAN

Location: Fourth and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Zarate. Tim. DOB
12/20/68, was arrested on an outstanding misdemeanor vvarrants.

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282

HOUSING FOR YOUOSJSU
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE!
We Offer
’Housing for American
&International Students
.An Intercultural Experience
with International Students
’One Semester Contract
’Computer & Study Rooms
’Wireless Internet Access
’Safe Fnendly & Home -Like
Environment
’Various Cultural Activities
’Parking
We are currently accepting
applications The International
House is located at
360 S llth Street If you are
interested or have questions
please call 924-6570

Clearly Print Your Ad Here fu 3-Line Minimum .$1

I

a.m.

SHARED HOUSING

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader lo specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods or services In addihon. readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings w coupons for discount vacations
of merchandise

PROPERTY
Location:
Seventh
and
San Salvador
streets
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SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used HiFi Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products iricluding tube & solid
state loudspeakers DJ sound
& classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys sells
trades consigns 8 services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeak
ers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students
faculty Check our website
www soundsunique Corn or call
408-287-3002

ANNOLINCENIENTS
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs
11 you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to S900/mo
receive a free comprehensive
health screening 8 help infertile
couples For more information
or to apply online please visit
www cryobankdonors corn
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Cali BIRTHRIGHT 408 241 8444
lf 800 550-4900 FreecConfiderdial

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Fabled bird
4 Well qualified
8 Gizzard
12 Composer
- Bartok
3 Dutch coionisf
14 Chaos
16 Roll call votes
17 Galleon explorers
(2 wds
19 Riot out
21 Polite word
22 Columnist
- Bombeck
23 German city
25 Merit
Laws
vehicle
27
i2 vets
31 Hollow rocks
35 Situate
36 Lucky number
for some
38 Charming
39 House sites
ill Distrutve quality
43 Husky s burden
44 Things on a list
46 ROIPI embankment
48 UK par?
49 Pop singer
Brewer
Sr Game with slicks
53 S&L devv-es
SS Toga party supply
56 Wes ewes
59 Gleeful shout
Sr Published
65 Gels donet2 Was/
68 fly Jove’ (2 *dal
69 Large blossom
M’Mmha,,n70
71 Throw a party for
72 Garment
attachments
73 enel crazes
74 Soon and g

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
,11.1.71.D
BLOC
AMAU HA L
ATsi ,/.1) f
I .V.E.S
NINE
V.E R.5.A
P A
A
F A
HA IT E
E
WO.
sA
F ’ALS
A 1(
D
A
MU
13 pi

0.44orl

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
in
12
15
18
20
24
26
27
211
29
30
32

DOWN
Croat formation
Viking name
Greenish melon
TO. her s
,lotattons
choy
Aloha b4rens
SO Bilk
lam - ch uan
Hungry
Maintain
Dose the log
So long’
1860s mitiais
Tow along
Ocean fishes
Maritime
graphics
lo,
Undergo fission
Gem as a price
Absolute
Luxuriate
WM. valleys

SyncIA’afer ir,

33 Ties thy. score
34 Bulrush or
PaPrirs
37 KIM of Itinsc"
40 Smudgrng
42 Vouchers
45 Fast transport
47 Units of work
50 Memsahib s
servant
52 Turn in bone
54 Armiciart
of papers
56 Gridiron din
57 Decree
58 Freud s daughter
60 Orient
62 Net surfer
63 Dines
64 Chews hat onlor
66 Alli1,10
to Stockholm
67 En Im Hans

I
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Earthquakes shake up
first win of season
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff Writer

The extra three minutes of
stoppage time added by the referee didn’t change anything on the
scoreboard at Spartan Stadium
the Earthquakes got their first
win in the season, sending the
Wizards to a 3-2 defeat.
Their last two games with
Chivas USA and the Chicago Fire

3,

Zach Beecher / Daily Staff
A University of Hawaii player tags second base to force out San Jose State University first baseman Jared Birrenkott during a double play at the
end of the ninth inning Saturday. The Spartans lost 17-6.

SJSU blinded by Rainbow Warriors
By Amber Sheldon
Daily Senior Staff Writer

The San Jose State University
baseball team is now 9-9 in the
Western Athletic Conference and
third in the standings after losing
a three -game series during the
%%eekend against the Uni% ersity of
At the expense of SJSU. the
Rainbow Warriors earned their

SERIEM
Game one

Game two

Game three

L1-0

L17-6

L3-2

1;1.1 s%veep of a mainland opponent
e 1999. when they shutdown
t lc I ’niv ersity of Utah in Salt Lake
r
Spartan head coach Sam Piraro
sdid his team was in position to
win two of the three games.
"Bottom line. Hawaii made the
plays %%hen they needed to and I
give them a lot of credit.- he said.
The opening match proved to
he a defenske the Spartans were
blanked for the first time this season 1-0.
’1’he following afternoon the
hats came all% e. hut Hawai’i created an offensRe monster that
SJSU was unable to contain in a
17-6 rout.

On an overcast Sunday afternoon. the Spartans held a onerun lead throughout most of the
match.
However. the Rainbow Warriors
fought back with a clutch two-run
double in the top of the ninth to
take a 3-2 lead.
The Spartans answered in the
home half of the inning, as outfielder Nate C’orrick connected
with an RBI single. driving in second baseman David Pierson to tie
the game - but the Spartans were
unable to post the winning run.
stranding two runners on base.
In the top half of the I I th
stanza, a Rainbow Warrior home
run off of Spartan right-handed
pitcher Randy Waite soared just
over the outstretched glove of
outfielder Ryan Angel to provide
the Rainbow Warriors with a 4-3
victory.
Spartan center fielder Travis
Becktel said SJSU had just enough
to tie the game, but the effort
wasn’t enough to gain a victory.
"They had bigger clutch hits
when they needed something
they got it." Becktel said. "When
they needed a hit, they got it.
When they needed a guy on base,
they got it."
Piraro said there continues
to he trouble with execution
from the offense, an issue they
have been addressing since
September.

"The record will show we had
12 hits, but the reality is, seven
of those were infield choppers."
Piraro said. "We had no extra-base
hits. We need some people in our
lineup to get us that extra base and
that’s been a death nail for us."
Pierson was perfect at the plate.
going 2 -for-2 and authoring three
consecutive sacrifice bunts, which
is his role on the team, he said.
"When someone gets on base,
my job is to move them over because (Contreras) is going to be
hitting behind me and he’s good
with runners in scoring position."
Pierson said.
On Saturday, Spartan southpaw
pitcher Branden Dewing started on
the mound and lasted until the
fifth inning, giving up six runs on
seven hits in the loss.
Piraro said the Rainbow
Warriors played well, which
forced Dewing to work hard on
the hill.

"He didn’t have his goml stuff
obviously, and the bullpen let the
game get away from us a little
bit," Piraro said. "When Dewing
left the game, it was 5-3, and then
they ended up extending their
lead to 10-3."
In the opening match on
Friday afternoon, each team
failed to light the scoreboard
until two Spartan errors in the
top of the eighth inning allowed
the Rainbow Warriors to post the
only run of the match.
SJSU looks to end a fourgame losing streak when it hosts
Cal State East Bay at 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday at Blethen Field.

got away from the Earthquakes,
when their opponents scored after the 90th minute. resulting in a
tie and a win ri’specttsels
In the Saturday Mime game
against Kansas City %/aids, luck
was on the Earthquakes side.
"At the end of the game we
didn’t make any stupid mistakes. Earthquakes midfielder Brad
Davis said. "We didn’t one the
Its."
ball away in the cnicial
The Earthquakes tell behind
early when the Wiiafils scored
in the fifth minute. hire, aril Scott
Seale shot past the Earthquakes
goalkeeper Pat Onstad from the
penalty area.
The Earthquakes tied the score
nine minutes later on a
tack. Defender Cram Wathel sent
a long pass to forward Ronald
Cerritos 11, liii picked the ball at
the
the midfield line. sped up
right flank by two Kansas defenders and struck from the Limner ol
goalkeeper Bo
the penalty but
Oshoim ; allowed the ball to slip
through his lingers and heN.een
his legs into the gates. making the
wore I-

The Earthquakes’ dominance
in possession through the first half
culminated in two mighty strikes by
Iiirwards Brian Ching and Dwayne
lk Rosario in the 24th minute. Both
times Oshoniyii skillfully warded
off the hall, as if trying to rehabilitate for his first blunder.
In the 34th minute. Wizards
midfielder Kerry Zavagnin cut off
an errant Earthquake pass in the
Kansas half of the field and sent a
long pass to midfielder Chris Klein.
Left unguarded by the Earthquakes’
defense. Klein comfortably moved
along the right flank and finished
the attack with a 20-yard goal, making the score 2-1.
It took the Earthquakes only
live minutes to equalize the score
again. A free kick by midfielder Day is sent the hall over the
Wizards’ defense int() the penalty
but. S here Ching accurately headed it into the gates.
Earthquakes
the
Although
possessed the ball more than the
Wizards. the second half had scoring opportunities for NX11 sides.
Rut the Earthquakes established
ihe final sl..4)re after lk Rosario,
assisted his Ching and (’erritos,
cannoned the ball from 25 yards
hum the right side - the ball hit
the right bar and ricocheted into
the net in the 57th minute.
’Hie Wizards had a great chance
to cy en the score lust three minutes 1010. ak WI) San Jose defender
Eddie Robinson tripped defender
Jimmy Conrad in the penalty box.
Keeper Onstad deflected Josh
Wolff ’s kio. K off the cross bar, winning the audience’s roar of relief.
"Pal made a great save."
said rarthquake coach Dominic
K itinem -You can call him hero of
the day. hit I think he just showed
himself a %cry good player at a
critical situation.’
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Dartend!

Softball

Thursday 12 SJSU Field
Game one: Oregon State 3, SJSU 1
Game

two: Oregon

State 3, SJSU 0

Women’s water polo
Saturday ar Stockton

SJSU 13,
University of the Pacific 4

APPLY ONLINE TO LIVE ON CAMPUS
Now you’re just a click away from everything that
living on campus has to offer. Go to the Campus
"World Peace

IANGUAGES INSTITUTE
INCORPORATED
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your monthly rent.
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Housing assignments are made on a first -come,
first -paid basis, so apply today’
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University Housing

Services at

I otrooR Atoolottl

and Monet
II,

,leltver to "1:vplantult."

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

MD pre ram 100441011911

Call
(408) 924-6160.

Questions?

FOOD TO GO

,1,101,1 ear. rhrough
,re .,99991410

4

You’ll live within walking distance of classes and
downtown San Jose, while enjoying great amenities
like high-speed Internet access, cable TV, furnished

hi PSI

Ilk a knom. lop Iltwor nf the %Indent I ,,on.

itairrkluurnh. 0111 hr wr. rd.

Fano..,doottohe Bay Area
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Only Possible, but Inevitable"

We invite you to take a ran...king rind uplifting Si 11(1 break in this at ro
ronoduelory presentation on the Itahri’ (Faith through readings. mum,,..,,
ihe skarn, at is it is a mevarge of hope for all humanits

Village website and apply to live on campus today.

111 F. Jackson Street
S Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between rd and 4th Street

APPLY ON1 INE TODAY’

www.sjsucampusvillage.com
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